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No Negative Monday  



Negativity Sells 

Frequently news is spiced up /made sensational to help “sell”. The industry is thriving on it. We all 
believe that negative news is what the reader wants to read first. Crime, Corruption & Controversy , 

have therefore become the highest selling assets for newspapers and thus, the norm. 



Why ‘No Negative News’ ? 

Taking cue from how negative news creates the unrest and realizing its responsibility 
as a credible newspaper brand, Dainik Bhaskar has pioneered change that has never 
been witnessed in the history of media - ‘No Negative News’ .    

 

India is one of the most youthful nation in the world and this youth is brimming with 
confidence and optimism. In a young and resilient nation riding on a wave of change 
and optimism, it is important that the impact of “negativity” is minimized.  



Brand Challenge 

So how does one differentiate ? 



No Negative Monday 

Objective: 
To trigger positive emotions amongst the readers and the society at large thereby 
spreading positivity and enhancing their confidence to succeed. 



Making  a  Positive Start 

Positivity in 
Negative 

News 

Negative 
news with 

clear 
header 

Stories of 
Hope 

Good News 

Keeping in mind the fact that readers like to start their week on a 
positive note, Dainik Bhaskar has initiated this movement on 

Monday. 



Positivity in Negative News 

Other 
Newspapers 



Stories of Hope 
Dainik Bhaskar tries to bring out positive Stories of Hope thereby mirroring the positive 
India upsurge. 



Negative Stories with Clear Header 
Readers were not deprived of the negative things happening in the society but instead, 
in case of the issue being critical and negative, it has been published prominently under 
a clear header. 
 



Good News 
Good News is   a triggering factor  to make one happy and hence, the positive attitude. 
 Everyday Dainik Bhaskar curates all the good news with a clear header. 



How did we reach out to readers ? 



Print   
Launch AD 



Print Ads 



Topical Print Ads 



Topical Print Ads 



TVC 

Char Kahaniyaan, Ek Ant (2).mp4


Outdoor Innovation-  Malls, Traffic Signals and Key  City locations 



How did the reader respond ? 





Testimonials 

I am surprised as well as equally 
delighted to know about the initiative 
‘No Negative News’  being 
undertaken by an Indian newspaper. 
I believe such kind of initiatives, being 
integral  in spreading positivity,  
would  go a long way in realizing the 
dreams of all progressive Indians 

towards inclusive growth. 

Mr. Narendra  Modi 
Prime Minister 

There are so many positive 
developments happening around us in 
our society. We just need to highlight 
and talk about them. I wish the 
initiative ‘No Negative News’ gets 
replicated by everyone and everyday. 

Late Mr. APJ Abdul Kalam 
Former President 

I was delighted by Dainik Bhaskar 
Group’s efforts to spread positivity in 
the country with their No Negative 
News campaign. I wish them well and  
hope that they would continue on this 
righteous journey, thereby setting new 
journalistic benchmark for newspapers 
not only in India, but across the world”. 

Ms. Sumitra Mahajan 
MP & Hon. Speaker. Lok Sabha 



                           Testimonials 

My compliments on this excellent 
initiative. Thank you for your 
leadership. 

Mr. Sanjeev Chadha 
Chief Executive Officer, 
PepsiCo Inc 
(Asia, Middle East & Africa) 

In a me-too market, where news is a 
commodity, this is a potential 
difference which can help the paper 
stand out of a clutter. To, me (this 
initiative by Dainik Bhaskar) is a 
counter to  Monday morning blues and 
helps you get a smile on your face. 

Mr. Ajay Kakar 
CMO-Financial Services,  
Aditya Birla Group 

This is a great initiative. 
I was sharing this same thought 
with someone a few days ago. 

Congratulations! 

Mr. Srinivasan Swamy 
Chairman 
(R K SWAMY BBDO) 



Testimonials 

The optimum journalism is not 
restricted only to aware society about 
events and news but to ensure, that it 
gives society a worth living. Hence, I 
pray to ‘SHREEGURU’ for Dainik 
Bhaskar to grasp sensible facts and 
establish itself worldwide”. 

The idea of beginning a week with 
positive thoughts implemented by 
Bhaskar Group is a very big step and 
worth applauding. 

Shri Morari Bapu 
Spiritual Guru 

Dainik Bhaskar is already one of India's finest 

media group - and the "No Negative News on 

Monday” is really a fabulous initiative. 

Congratulations! Avoiding negative news has 

actually been an important undercurrent in 

all my radio programming for the last 65 

years”. 

Mr. Ameen Sayani 
Sayani Radiotel 
Advertising 

Puri Peetha Dhishwar 
Jagat Guru Shankaracharya 
Shree Nischala Nanda 
Saraswati 

The optimum journalism is not 
restricted only to aware society about 
events and news but to ensure, that it 
gives society a worth living. Hence, I 
pray to ‘SHREEGURU’ for Dainik 
Bhaskar to grasp sensible facts and 
establish itself worldwide”. 



Extending the product 
philosophy to the reader’s life 





How did we launch ? 



Teaser 



Print   
Launch AD 



Print Ads 



Helping the reader lead a  
“No  Negative Life” 



Refreshed Monday Masthead 



Every Monday, Half page on ‘No Negative Life’  is published comprising positive and 
inspiring articles for readers  thereby helping them to lead positive life and shun negativity. 

Curated Positive Content 



Positive Edit Write-ups 




